
Jesus says we are to be as shrewd as snakes but as innocent as doves, when sent out
like sheep among wolves. Innocence is today certainly a hard quality to cultivate,
though, especially when media saturate us with its opposite. But innocence must be
possible, or Jesus wouldn’t have commanded it. We must today curate our
innocence with greater-than-ever diligence. We must be more intentional than ever
in what we encounter and invite into our spirit, if we are to have any hope of
innocence. Curating our content has never been more important than now, if we are
to have any hope of avoiding the world’s worst corruptions and preserving a
modicum of innocence.

Fortunately, curation remains possible, if we are
willing to stick to it. Positive curation examples
abound. If, for instance, you follow a news feed on
your smartphone, keep hiding the stories you find to
be distracting, discouraging, or downright degrading
because of their content. The algorithm will soon
get your hint and feed you more acceptable content.

Same with your YourTube account and other subscriptions. Take a couple of
seconds to hit the hide button. The algorithms aren’t perfect. You’ll still get some
degrading junk. But just try switching accounts or smartphones back to an
uncurated experience. You’ll likely see the shocking sewer of content in which new
initiates swim. If so, quickly jump out, back to your curated experience. Swimming
in that sewer removes all innocence. Don’t court the devil. The flesh has an
insatiable appetite.

Curation, though, goes beyond giving the algorithms the strictest hints. Sometimes,
the forums themselves just aren’t fit. Without naming any names, you’ve doubtless
heard or seen how one social media app became such a toxic tool or how another
social media app seemed from the get-go invented and introduced for graphic,
foolish, violent, or other disgusting toxicity. Don’t go there. Abandon your account.
Choose your forums wisely. A flow of encouraging and uplifting messages,
inspirations, conversations, and encounters can lift your day. Sometimes, you just
need to curate your day more effectively. We know the enemy is out there. We’re
shrewd, not naive. We just need to value and manage our innocence.


